Knowmatics or the Theory of All(ah!)
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It’s a kind of Magic or steered coincidence (+, good luck or –, bad luck) with efficiency or inefficiency as steering device

Pleasure for All
& 100% efficiency®

www.bayze.org

1- The Challenge
2- The Solution
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Play the game : “Anything you can do I can do better” at the cost of nothing.
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[*] In All is also your body inclosed.
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But still it doesn’t matter which choice you make. If only one
makes that choice it is inevitable that all will make that
choice.
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Learning process

With exclusion you deny synchronicity ( All [*] helps you to
achieve your Goal = To Be ). Only efficient choices helps you
clarify what you wanted To Be ( at the age of 6 ).
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Logic without data discrimination leads to..

Time and Space(s) unlimited

of data through (data)

or where there’s a will there’s a way or All roads leads to your / the Source

( is the efficient choice !)

2A: Entanglement of All.

Main problem is lack

Caring Solution®

Imation-Ring

All is equal and equal intelligent ( god/allah…, angels, devills, men,
beasts, plants, things, earth…. )
All is possible ( parallel worlds, also where the pasts lives, Matrixworld , Harry Potter world etc.)

Change Ring with snowball effect

What you can Imagine is
“Real” if you know it.

2C: Entanglement of Pasts, Presents and Futures

Only the efficient choice can reveal
what you really wanted at the age of
six, your true will, which is a never
ending energy source

Pyramid-Rule ( for each person ):
Until the choice of the momentum is made, all events happened
to make your choice possible.
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Who can be blamed in this entangled system?
The only way out for All is The Efficient Choice made by each “soul”!
If one points one finger at the other All is limited

1- Your/our imagination is the limit
Fear deminishes
rewarded by ...
see 2 and 3 on
the left side and
Good Luck

Fear leads to chaos -> Agression / Diseases / Death (*) you are tricked
by the 7-deadly sins and money.
(*) in our world

2D: Entanglement of Couples or Groups -> by G-vibration

3- The Reward

What do you
want? First choose,
then create!

( is heaven )

All overruled by:
The Efficient Choice
The Efficient Choice also overrules
the Bible, Koran and other “holy”
or “spiritual”books and we must
re-think science, there are no
paradoxes or dilemma’s

Pride ( Vanity ) is excessive belief in one's own abilities/looks, [denial of entanglement and synchronicity].
Envy is the desire for others' traits, status, abilities, or situation. [ not efficient, if you want something, work for it. But first define what you want! ]
Gluttony is an inordinate desire to consume more than that which one requires. [ not efficient ]
Lust is an inordinate craving for the pleasures of the body. [ wait for G-vibration, thats what you’re lookin for ]
Anger is manifested in the individual who spurns love and opts instead for fury. It is also known as Wrath. [ blaming someone else, learn from the situation, make the Q-jump! ]
Greed is the desire for material wealth or gain, ignoring the needs of the ones outside you. [denial of entanglement and synchronicity ]
Sloth is the avoidance of thinking and physical work [ how can you make the Q-jump ? ]

•See further results in “ The key to sustainable change “

•The

3- The key is the efficient choice
4- The Q-jump is a necessety for the
efficient choice

The Q-jump is difficult but if one sheep
jumps, the others will follow.

Remark:
This document is connected to:
- 3!, the Key to Sustainable Change

First Results

•Wakefulness, Intuition, serendipity, “synchronicity awareness”, good luck, ... etc. rising

2- You/we are now limited by fear

Words which has no meaning in the The Efficient Choice theory:

- the Business Plan “Bayze the Project” and to

kindness, friendlyness, pity, blame, good, evil, tolerence, punishment, shame,
judgement, limits, sickness, death …..

- the Book: 666, The gate to Paradise.
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